PRODUCT REF 114 FOR STRYKER® STRETCHERS

Clips
XDcuff®Clips (FIG 1) are reusable restraint anchors
designed to rapidly accept soft wrist and ankle cuffs.
Hook & loop fasteners
secure anchor to
the cot

FIG 1
Female buckle

PACKAGE OF 4

USER GUIDE
Though they are meant to be permanently attached
to the stretcher, Clips can also be moved to connect
to other structures, if needed.
The attached female buckle allows for connecting
cuffs. Hook-and-loop fasteners assure the anchor is
not lost when static.
Anchoring positions should be determined by your
lead medical authority or where you typically anchor
limb restraints. These positions are recommendations
that do not interfere with the stretcher’s daily
operation and are preferred anchoring positions for
health care workers.

Formed loop goes
around stretcher frame

LOCATIONS AND INSTALLATION
1. Left Wrist Position - Loop the anchor around the chosen
structure and feed the female buckle through the formed
loop (FIG 2). Pull the strap through until the hook-and-loop
fasteners connect (FIG 3). This left wrist position is located
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2. Right Wrist Position - The right wrist position is located
at the bottom of the head lift section of the stretcher, on
the patient’s left side (FIG 5). When using this position, the
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on the foot left section of the stretcher, near the patient’s
left knee (FIG 3). If further immobility of the left wrist is
desired, feed the male buckle and strap through the XPS®
or arm rest before connecting to the Clip (FIG 4).
FIG 4

cuff strap and buckle must be fed through the hole in
the skin of the stretcher (FIG 6), and then attached to the
Clip (FIG 7).
FIG 7

3. Right Ankle Position
This is located on the upper lift bar,
towards the patient’s right foot. Do
not place anchor on lift bar grips.

4. Left Ankle Position
This position is located on the
upper lift bar, towards the patient’s
left foot.

DEPLOYMENT
It is preferable to store ankle and wrist cuffs in the headrest
storage pouch so the provider will have immediate access,
if separated from ambulance (FIG 7). Remove the cuffs
from pouch, attach to the patient’s limb and clip the male

buckle into the XDcuff®Clips female buckle (FIG 8). Clips
can also be use with backboards, scoop stretchers and
stair chairs (FIG 9).
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CLEANING AND MANAGEMENT
Bleach as directed or clean with alcohol-based wipes.
XDcuff®Clips are made with impermeable webbing and
extremely resistant to breakdown. Inspect the 450 LB
rated buckles for cracks for damage before use. Ensure
Clips are positioned so as to not interfere with the daily

operation of stretcher. Additional Clips can be added to
the stretcher for multiple connection points. Follow the
documents included with the cuffs for more information.
Dispose of Clips after five years of purchase.

For helpful videos or to download this document, please visit our website listed below.
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